Archeologist Roger Smith was on a mission. He wanted to find the hurricane-wrecked shipwrecks of the 16th-Century Spanish expedition led by Tristan de Luna located in Pensacola Bay, Florida. Other archeologists discouraged him. They said he was looking for a very tiny needle in a very large haystack and he could not even hope to find the shipwrecks of the Luna Expedition. Smith persevered. He found his Luna shipwreck despite the skeptics.

After completing technical reports and presenting papers of his shipwreck research, he passed the baton to the University of West Florida (UWF). Grants were forthcoming. Two more shipwrecks were found in the vicinity of the first shipwreck. The discoveries of Roger Smith and UWF are landmark discoveries concerning first contacts of Europeans and Native peoples. Their discoveries are being recognized for their unique research importance.

Now come the detailed questions of what the discoveries actually mean relative to the possible land colony of the Luna Expedition. The chroniclers of the Luna Expedition indicated that the anchorage of the 11-ship fleet was located adjacent to their colony site. Seemingly, the discovery of three shipwrecks of the Luna fleet just offshore of a terrestrial archeological site with abundant 16th-Century Spanish artifacts is a “no brainer.” The terrestrial site must be the site of the 1559 Spanish Luna Colony. Maybe it is … or maybe it isn’t.

The “fly in the ointment” of the shipwreck discoveries is that none of the shipwrecks have been reported as being anchored. The ships were blown onto a shallow sand shelf where they came to rest from their anchorage elsewhere in Pensacola Bay. Critically, their original anchorage has not been found. That brings into question the UWF claim of the Luna Colony land site adjacent to the shipwrecks. Hundreds of 16th-Century Spanish artifacts have been found at the known Native village site (Emanuel Point, 8Es1) but numerous Spanish structures, burials, refuse pits, or fire hearths have not been reported. That is perplexing.

At least a portion of the 1500 people of the Luna Expedition occupied the colony for over two years. They built structures, they burned fires, they buried their dead, and they left their garbage. Where are these archeological features? UWF has conducted extensive excavations at the land site without success at finding these imperative features, but the hundreds of Spanish artifacts cannot be ignored: How did they get there? Were the Native peoples salvaging the Spanish shipwrecks just offshore and bringing artifacts back to their village? Did the Natives have contact with other 16th-Century Spanish expeditions in Pensacola Bay? Is the site really the location of the Luna Colony despite the lack of features? Was the anchorage of the shipwrecks just a few hundred yards further out into the bay from the shipwrecks? If this land site is not the Luna Colony, where is it? Where is the original anchorage of the Luna fleet? To find out, more fieldwork is needed in the bay and on the land concerning this archeological mystery. Hopefully, excavations on the three shipwrecks and the alleged land site will provide definitive data concerning this important archeological conundrum.
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